
“The best way to predict the future is to create it.”
Peter Drucker
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Introduction

But there was something that kept us going

01

When we thought of starting a new clothing brand we carried out several market research and 
competitors analysis. 

“Results were not very encouraging”

It was a mature sector composed of big companies, high competition, poor performance companies 
which were obliged to close down.

We thought that if world sector’s leader, Zara, had at that time 8 profitable different brands within 
the same street then, it is not a sector’s problem

“It is the way of doing things which matters”

3



Introduction

01
Due to our job’s nature, we have been 
many years traveling around several 
countries worldwide.

Lately, we have been noticed a change 
that started within Europe and USA but 
which has already expanded globally.

If travelling around the globe you enter a 
shopping mall and cover your ear, you 
will not know which country you are in. 
The brands are the same everywhere.

This made us realize the brand potential 
and thus we aimed to launch our own 
brand.
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Preeliminary studies
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Before opening the first 
shops we analysed many 
studies of the textile 
sector.

01

We will refer now to some 
of the conclusions reached 
from such studies.

03• Market evolution

• Competitors’ strategies

• Main actors

• Price strategies

• Distribution networks

• Brand image

02

Preeliminary studies
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Designs were prepared far 
in advance.

Collections were prepared 
even one year prior to their 
selling time.

But suddenly 
everything 
changed

06Many styles were  
established.

Costumes varied from 
country to country.

Designers made their 
entrance and some countries 
advanced more in fashion.

Spring/Summer and 
Autumn/Winter collections 
started.

05We could say fashion 
started when primitive 
people covered in furs to 
protect themselves from 
the cold.

Then it evolved through 
the use the available 
materials.

Afterwars ”fashion” started

04

Preeliminary studies
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Natural evolution

1975

EVERYTHING CHANGES

Fashion’s evolution



Up to that moment, stores 
showed exactly the same 
models for 6 months, 4 
during season and 2 during 
sales.

ZARA sent new collections 
very week.

This made all other stores 
to be quickly obsolete.

The market blew out

It happened as if throwing 
a stone into a pond.

It started in Spain but now 
it happens all over the 
world.

01

9

España

Fashion’s evolution



02

10

ZARA started it but soon 
other brands joined the 
strategy.

Many traditional stores 
closed down, some of 
them first players.

Fashion’s evolution



Large Chains

Innovative Stores
Luxury Brands

Traditional Retailers

01
According to our studies 
nowadays market is divided 
into 4 groups .

Evolution will lead to large 
chains, luxury brands and 
highly innovative stores as 
only survivors.

It was crystal clear for us that 
we should belong to the last 
group.

Nowadays market situation
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02
An innovative store is a 
traditional retail shop but 
“built differently”.

ALE-HOP is a good example of 
an innovative store.

The sell same things as one-
pound shops but do not look 
alike them.

Nowadays market situation
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REFINED CUSTOMER 
SERVICE

BUDGET PRICE

NEW PRODUCTS 
EVERY WEEK

FEW UNITS PER 
DESIGN

GARMENTS THAT LOOK 
GOOD NO MATTER YOU ARE 
NOT A MODEL

LATEST TRENDS 
DESIGNED AND 

MANUFACTURED IN 
EUROPE

13

We implemented several surveys on: how would your ideal shop be? 
The majority results is always the same.



Strategy
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0101

Nowadays, we have
more than 50 shops 
within 7 countries.

Beginnings

After dedicating almost a 
whole year in market research 
and preparations, in October 
2019 we opened a small shop  
in Toledo’s historic centre, 
Spain



01

Strategy

After the studies it was 
clear to us that:

Our market was the 
innovative stores’ one.

That majority opinion 
results from survey had 
to be our targets.

02

From our point of view 
there is no better 
strategy than giving the 
market what this is 
requesting.

Achieving all those 
goals seemed 
impossible at the 
beginning but after a 
year of preparations, 
we can state that 
KOKER  complies with 
the 6 survey conditions 
plus a couple more.
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Strategy

Firstly, we had to find a 
name.

It should be short, easy 
to remember and nice 
to the ear in all the 
languages.

And moreover, not 
registered as domain 
nor in the Registry of 
Property.

04
After many attempts 
and research we found 
one that meet all 
requirements and had 
only five letters.

This is our current logo.

After five years we are 
at its first evolution.
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By being a 
genius01

By being a 
selector

02

We believe there are two different ways of starting a new project



CHANEL.ALE-HOP

VUITTON.ZARA

STRATEGY

CUSTOMER 
SERVICE

BUYING ON 
IMPULSE

WINDOW 
DISPLAY

01

Using “I am a genius” as a 
starting point is both 
presumptuous and risky.

Thus it was clear that the 
correct choice was “being a 
Selector”.
What does a Selector do?
Summon best country’s player 
per each position

We did exactly the same but 
selecting companies instead of 
persons and not just within a 
country but globally.

Who is the best at?

Selector    
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01

KOKER´s Philosophy

Koker stores enjoy a set of characteristics that 
differentiate them from other stores.

We take care of all the details from the moment a 
potential customers passes next to our shop to the 
moment she goes out with her KOKER shopping 
bag.

We want to differentiate from the rest while 
inspiring from the best at each sales process step.:

Window display, customer care, product exhibition, 
strategy, etc.

KOKER is a selection of many business models 
keeping only the best of each one thus what make 
them stand out from the rest.
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01 When comparing any city’s shops and 
checking their prices we find that most of 
them “sell the same product at similar 
prices”.

Then, how can it be possible that some of 
them are successful while other have to close 
down?

According to our studies, this is due to,   “3 
reasons”

Keys to Shop Success



Location
01

Nobody goes 
out without a 

bag

03
Making people 
come inside our 

shop

02

Keys to Shop Success
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01

Location

Highly circulated streets

Obvioustly, the more 
pedestrians passing next 
to our shop, the higher 
sales possibilities

02

Attractive Window
display.

A huge percentage of sales 
is due to an impulse and 
our brand image is one of  
KOKER’s strengths.

03

Local customers and, if 
possible, tourists too

Tourist are interesting as we 
spend more money when 
we are on holidays

23
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Making customers entering our shop,
“senses attack” 

VISION

It is essential as many people 
walk down the street in “plane 
mode”

We need something that 
awakens them and, window 
display, is the perfect weapon 
for this purpose.

Our windows displays are 
cared and never go unnoticed.

01
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Hearing

HEARING

It is important that music is 
heard outdoors so, if someone 
is distracted, we awaken her 
up

We always have one speaker 
next to the door so, music can 
be heard outdoors without a 
loud volume

02
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Smell

SMELL

It is the most “emotional” 
sense , we even remember our 
childhood  smells.

In KOKER  we have our own 
scent  and our diffusor is 
always located next to the door 
so you can smell our scent 
even without entering the 
store.

03



Smell

Hearing

Vision

Target: Making customers enter our shop
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Nobody goes out without a shopping bag

01
Image is essential to make people enter a 
shop and “go out of it with a shopping bag”

The same product showed in two different 
spaces, can result in one of them being sold 
while the other not.

This  window display could perfectly belong to 
CHANEL being the dress cost around 3,000 €. 
But the same dress showed in  ZARA would 
cost 60 €

In KOKER we aim to have  a CHANEL 
presentation at ZARA prices.



❑ Ambients 

❑ Exhibition areas

❑ Ilumination

❑ Fitting rooms

❑ Mirrors

❑ Music

❑ Corporate smell

02

We take care of all details
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Nothing is by chance



01

There are two different types of shopping

THE DELIBERATED ONE

I know where I want to 
go and what I am looking 
for.

24%

02

THE DRIVEN ONE

I see something and I 
want it . 

76%
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Deliberated shopping

01 This is a difficult start,  as when 
women “go shopping” they 
usually think of big brands.

Making them thinking of us will 
depend on “what we offer them 
and how we treat them”.

In highly local customers areas, 
this is a “key point”.
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Deliberated shopping: celebrities

02
KOKER central offices 
collaborate by “dressing 
several celebreties”

This influences customers 
to visit our shops to “dress 
like them”.
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Deliberated shopping: celebrities

03

Not only celebrities but 
many television stylists and 
well known singers select us 
as collaborators:

“Stylists” are  the most up 
to date  people at fashion 
trends and many of them 
trust KOKER.

Koker facilitates the know-
how to the Master 
franchisee so he can 
replicate the model in his 
area.
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Deliberated shopping: celebrities

04

It is difficult for general public 
to know absolutely all fashion 
trends and, at the same time, 
be able to combine them.  
Fashion trends constantly 
change.

When a celebrity or influencer 
wear something, these items 
get trendy.

KOKER promotes this and 
collaborate with several 
“celebrities and influencers” 
that wear our clothes.
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Deliberated shopping: celebrities

05

Also KOKER staff must know  
fashion trends to be able to 
“communicate  them to 
customers”

At a spectacular shop where all 
products combined, our 
customers acknowledge that 
total looks showed at our shops 
are “last trends”.

And even more if we add 
“celebrities” wearing them.  We 
aim our shops to be our 
customers’ “personal shopper”.
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Driven shopping

01
This shopping is different, 
we are in “equal conditions 
to big brands”

It initially depends on “how 
we can surprise” them to 
make them come in.

Afterwards on “what & 
how” we offer it.



01

Ways of selling

Waiting on customers

Majoritarian at big chains.
It works as “self service”

02

Selling to customers

Advising customers on 
what suits them most 
and how to combine it.

The product is shown grouped 
by modes. In the same 
exhibitor you can find all 
model’s sizes so the customer 
that take herself hers and 
then go to the cash register 
and pay.

This is the one used at Koker. 
Its main advantages are: eases 
cross selling increasing 
average ticket, promotes 
customers loyalty, we 
differentiate from 
competitors.

38



Differences between KOKER & traditional shops

39
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We do NOT have seasonal collections

01 Traditional shops prepare their 
collection one year previous to the 
start of the season.

Our concept is the same as ZARA’s one: 
see what public likes and generate it. 
“WE CONTINUOUSLY PRODUCE”

We DON’T have designers deciding 

one year in advance what we will wear



01 02

We do exactly the 
same at KOKER 

Next page shows the two 
things ZARA s page did to 
revolutionize the fashion 
industry.

The Koker way

Firstly, changing 
continuously the designs 
using models adapted to 
each moment ‘s trends.

Secondly, being customers 
the ones who decide  
what they like and what 
they not, instead of one 
person, no matter how 
smart that person is, one 
year in advance.

41



10                
Initial Trends

4                       
Good sellers

10 Trends 
based on good 

seller ones

8       
Good sellers

10 Trends based 
on good seller 

ones

9             
Good sellers

1 

Medium sellers

2 
Medium sellers

6                           
Poor sellers

The Koker way
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0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

XS S M L XL XXL

EUROPEAN AVERAGE COMSUPTION PER SIZE

Few of our models are sized

Our pattern designing sets 
perfectly at women’s shoulders 
and combined with good fall 
fabrics suits S-M-L-XL sizes in 
ONE SIZE.

We avoid XS and XXL sizes, thus 
our clothing is size-overstock-free 

The attached tables shows the 
European average comsuption of 
clothes per size.

Our clothing suits the  92% of 
the population.
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01

Traditional Size System

The traditional size system always requires 
more units of central sizes and less of the 
smallest and biggest ones.

In the example table we can find a standard 
traditional order. With only 10 references we 
would need 336 pcs.

Two XS-sized people who like our reference no. 
1 must enter our shop, but we need also 4 S-
sized, 6 M-sized, 6 L-sized, 4 XL-sized, and 2 
XXL-sized who like our reference no. 1.

And we must repeat the same process or the 
remaining references which is almost 
impossible  and results on textile sector’s 
biggest problems: the rest of stock.

REF. XS S M L XL XXL TOTAL

1 2 4 6 6 4 2 25

2 2 5 8 8 5 2 32

3 2 5 8 8 5 2 33

4 2 4 8 8 4 2 32

5 1 6 8 8 6 1 35

6 3 4 10 10 4 3 40

7 2 4 6 6 4 2 31

8 4 5 10 10 5 4 46

9 4 6 8 8 6 4 45

10 2 6 8 8 6 2 42

TOTAL PIECES 361



02

The Koker way

The KOKER way is completely different. One-
size system and few units per model allow us 
continuously having new items.

The previous example table based in this 
scenario will be solved with 35 pcs for the 
total of the 10 models compared to the 336 
pcs required before.

We need only 3 persons who like reference 
no. who are NOT XS nor XXL-sized. 92% of the 
population meets this requirement.

Having size over stock is much more difficult 
when using this system while, at the same 
time, is much easier succeeding.

REF. XS ONE SIZE XXL TOTAL

1 0 3 0 3

2 0 3 0 3

3 0 3 0 3

4 0 3 0 3

5 0 3 0 3

6 0 3 0 3

7 0 3 0 3

8 0 3 0 3

9 0 3 0 3

10 0 3 0 3

TOTAL PIECES 35
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Eg. Average woman and profesional model on wearing the same size of a model.



01

Customer Care

Customer care is one of Koker’s differentiators. 

In addition to general training, our shop assistants 
follow  a certified personal shopper training.

Training and monitoring of customer care are done 
through several ways.

We customized advise on how to highlight each 
person’s image.

Our customer care is equal to luxury brands.

Same shop can increase its turnover by three times 
depending of its personnel.

47



15,30%

28,60%

56,10%

From 0 to 14 From 15 to 34 Over 34

Intended for women over 34 thus most on women
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Apart from designs, 
creating references, bar 

codes, price policies, 
associated families, etc is 

highly complex.

We create around 200 
new models per week

KOKER central offices 
create each reference 
and introduce them in 

franchisee’s POS

2

1

3

Software

50



01
It analyses each reference “sales speed” 
thus the period of time from the moment it 
was firstly showed on the store to the time it 
was sold.

This is very important as it establishes a 
“mathematical formula” for the area’s 
trends.

Software

We use real time information of what is 
happing in any of our world’s stores, as well 
as each specific store’s customer’s local 
preferences.
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Our designs follow the 
latest trends

We adapt them to local public 
using the software’s local 
information 

We continuously do this with 
weekly new items

Collection design & production

53



01 When such profile 
woman, sees a spectacular 
store 

“Women’s wonderland”

Finding already matched 
clothes, she is advised by 
a personal shopper and 
everything fits her.

It becomes her favorite 
store.

54
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Forget all 
preconceived 

concept of a fashion 
store.

KOKER       
is  a new and 

different concept

We study 

women’s 
psychology 

We are not a 
clothing store but a 

“caprice one”

Why KOKER is different
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EXTRAORDINARY 
CUSTOMER CARE

AFFORDABLE PRICES

NEW ARRIVALS EVERY 
WEEK

FEW UNITS PER 
DESIGN

CLOTHING THAT SUITS 
EVERYBODY NOT ONLY 
MODEL SIZED ONES

LATEST TRENDS 
DESIGNED AND 

MANUFACTURED IN EU

57

Plus, we dress 
celebrities

As we have seen, we provide everything our clientele is looking for, thus KOKER is 
the ideal shop
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Influencers with more than 6.100.000 followers in Instagram

INDIA MARTINEZ 1.200.000 LEIRE LA OREJA DE VAN GOGH 169.000    BELINDA WASHINTON 29.000      

BELEN ESTEBAN 856.000    ROSA BENITO 161.000    MARA BARROS 29.000      

ALBA CARRILLO 557.000    LOURDES MONTES 139.000    MARIA MOYA 25.000      

RAQUEL BOLLO 504.000    NURIA MARIN 127.000    IRENE DEL RIO 22.000      

MARTA LOPEZ 287.000    ISABEL RABAGO 81.200      BEA JARRIN 19.000      

GEMMA LOPEZ 254.000    ESTHER ARROYO 64.000      TATIANA ARUS 18.000      

ROSA LOPEZ 247.000    CARMEN BORREGO 63.000      ANGI CARDENAS 17.000      

ADRIANA BOHO 224.000    ROSARIO MOHEDANO 59.000      MARILO LEAL 12.000      

TELELU CAMPOS 220.000    MARISA MARTIN BLAZQUEZ 53.000      ALBA SANCHEZ 12.000      

MARIA JESUS RUIZ 215.000    ROCIO MADRID 33.000      GLORIA SANTORO 9.000        

LIDIA LOZANO 207.000    EVA RUIZ 31.000      ALBA GUTIERREZ 7.000        
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01

From the beginning  in 
addition to franchisees, 
we bet on opening own 
stores

“Compromise”

Our owned stores are 
laboratories where we 
test different solutions 
before applying them to 
our network.

60



Solidary initiatives

01

Down’s Syndrome 
Solidary fashion Show

Fashion Show on behalf 
of AFANES Association on 
behalf on Children with 
Special Education Needs.
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PRESS
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University of Castilla la Macncha’s marketing study on 
“KOKER fenomenum”.

UNIVERSITY
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Prize to the best implantation in Barcelona in 
2018 awarded by the President of the 

Generalitat

Prize awarded by the Spanish Association of 
Image Professionals delivered by designed 

Petro Valverde

Acknowledgements
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TELEVISION 
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01 Two years ago we realized the world is
evolving.

We are raising awareness of the important 
environmental problem we have.

Moolberry 

That is why we decided to create an 
environmentally friendly brand. 

68





02
Corporate Social Responsibility made us
adding value to our business model by
making sustainability our workhorse.

From suppliers including also personnel, 
logistics and, of course,  product from its 
manufacturing to the end of its lifetime.

Moolberry 

When we give it a second chance through
several solidarity activities and its recycling.

70
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First brand worldwide ISSOP certified

03 ISSOP certification 
distinguish those 

organizations and persons 
that have compromised 

themselves achieving 
excellence in sustainably, 

environmental respect 
and with people aiming to 

promote a change to a 
new paradigm, based on 

an economic model where 
common good sets the 

reference.
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First brand worldwide ISSOP certified

03

We overtake

EUROPEAN UNION’s

targets for 2030
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Same concept

04
We apply all knowledge 

and Koker experience at 

Moolberry.

Adding sustainable 

development and a more 

ecological store design.
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Row material

05

Our products and row 

material supply meet  the 

most exigent social, 

environmental, health  and 

security standards.
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06
The first step at our suppling process is to 
promote the use of sustainable row 
materials in our clothing, so the fulfil an 
efficient life cycle and none of them ends in 
a dumping site.

Suppliers

All of our suppliers and manufacturers must 
meet our Code of Conduct, which demands 
the highest standards in terms of human 
rights protection, promotion of international 
work law, health and product security and 
environmental matters.

77



Suppliers

Our group works with Spanish, French and 
Italian suppliers and manufacturers from 
which we acquire most of our products and 
raw materials required at their production.

78

06

We try all our suppliers to be close to our 
head quarters (Toledo, Spain).

Our supply process is complex, but we 
follow a clear principle: to responsibly and 
sustainably stock up.



Suppliers

This production process based on proximity, 
along with the production of few units and 
our experience with manufacturers from the 
first step of the process to the last one, 
provides us with the required flexibility to 
offer a wide range of products and meet our 
customers’expectations.

79
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With the help of well known  laboratories, 
we apply these demanding standards 
through all the production process both to 
the products we commercialize and to all the 
supplier we work with.



Compromised with people

• Inspiration, motivation, teamwork, 
humility and efficiency are the motto of all 
the ones that belong to our group. Each 
one of us is important and this collective 
energy boosts us to achieve that our 
clothing is “Right to wear”. We are the 
heart of the company.

80

07

• 90% women. We are specially 
compromised with gender equality 
through initiatives that allow flexible and 
partial working days. We impulse policies 
that favour maternity, breastfeeding and 
conciliation. 98% of unlimited contracts. 
Improving working conditions is one of our 
priorities.



Compromise with climate change

• Reduce energy consumption and apply 
low carbon consumption technologies in 
our stores, offices and logistic centre.

• Promote energy efficiency within the 
supply chain.

• Design more sustainable products taking 
into account the energy consumption 
required in the manufacturing process of 
each item

• Improve products’ label to promote the 
energy efficiency within the customers

• Promote the reuse and recycling do our 
products and fibres.

81
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Compromise with biodiversity

Our Biodiversity Strategy is based in the United 
Nations’ Convention on Biological Diversity. Its 
main objective is to protect biodiversity at all its 
levels and guide business decisions to take into 
account ethic and environmental criteria.

82

07

• Increasing the use of sustainable raw 
materials such as organic cotton, TENCEL® 
Lyocell and recycled fibres.

• Training the supply chain to responsibly 
manage its resources.

• From 2017, our artificial fibres do not come 
from primary woods but from highly 
ecologically valued ones.



KOKER’s Master Franchisee
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Master Franchisee

01

Now you can have both 
KOKER’ and Moolberry’s
exclusiveness for one 
country.

And be able to open as 
much own and franchise 
stores as desired

84



Spanish Headquarters will handle:

02
Corporative adapted store 
design.

Provide Headquarters’ 
franchise model to be 
replicated in your country 
in required.

85



Managing software

03
Transmit the software so it 
is connected to the HQ’s

It will provide the master 
franchisee with detailed 
information of your 
territory: Sales per store, 
per reference, per product 
family, per shop assistant, 
inventory, etc. 
All real time.

86



Product

04
Adapt product designs to 
local trends according to 
real received information.

Adapt products’ tags to 
comply Franchisee’s local 
law apart from ours.

87



Marketing  

05
Our Marketing 
Department personnel at 
Master’s disposal 

Providing all kind of 
material to implement 
internal campaigns 
according to KOKER and 
MOOLBERRY’s standars

88



Initial and continuous 
training as per needed

We train both the Master 
and its Personnel

Including sales strategy, visual 
merchandising, software 

training, etc.

Training

89



Online selling

07
Master Franchisee can sell 
online within its territory.

We provide all information 
and the required 
synchronize model to link 
your products and stock 
with the selling website.

90



Why investing in Koker and Moolberry
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01

There are two products 
were interesting to invest 
in but very difficult to get 
in

Investments

Those that create 
dependency (Gambling, 
tobacco, alcohol, etc. )

Those that are 
regularly consumed 
(energy, 
communications, etc. )

92



02
But there is something that combines both

THE BRAND

Investments

If you list all brands you know, how many 
could you name? 100… 200 

But probably not more than this.

And general public would remember even 
less

So there are few chances of having a brand..

93
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Increases company’s 
value

Employees easily 
identify themselves 
with the company

It allows increasing 
prices as consumers 
associate the brand 

with quality

Defends against 
competitors and prices

Easy introduces new 
products

Brand’s advantages



The Brand

03
If travelling around the 
globe we enter in a 
shopping mall and cover 
our ears

We will not know which 
country we are in, as 
everyday more found 
brands are the same.

95



Its value increases day by day, market goes global, 
everyone wants the same

96



04 If we also add, WOMEN FASHION with 
highly recurrent consumption.

Habits

That shopping is most women favourite 
hobby

Most of them are compulsive clothing 
buyers.

97



Markets

It is something overwhelmingly vast in most 
countries

Thus, a global women clothing brand is an 
important active

05

Today this market is dominated by few actors and 
these can be divided into two categories

98



01

LUXURY

Most of the brands in this group 
belong to LVMH

Louis Vuitton, Celine, Christian Dior, 
Fendi, Givenchy, Kenzo, Loewe, Bulgari, 
DKNY, Sephora, etc.  Up to 75 brands.

99



Basic brands, headed by INDITEX group, H&M, Mango, etc.

100
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Master & stores’ investment

Stores’ prices vary depending on 
m2:

Stores up to 80m      27.900€

Stores up to 200m   37.900€

Stores up to  400m   57.000€

Including: 

Store’s design, furniture, 
interior signs, exhibition 
material, personnel training 
and stock required to fill the 
store for its opening.

Master’s price varies depending on 
the selected territory.



01 02

Nowadays there is a 
value above all the 

rest.

THE BRAND

When investing we look 
for security and 
profitability

Investments market

But there is a probable 
economy’s ecuation

A way of avoiding this rule 
is participating in a high 
impact project at its initial 
stages

Highest security implies 
less profitability.
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www.koker.es

www.moolberry.com


